Chart 1 (Body Section 1)

Note: Edge stitches are not marked in the chart. The center panel is outlined in red.

All WS rows (except Center Panel): Purl.
For Center Panel (WS): p1 tbl, k1, p7, k1, p1 tbl.

DK642 Aegean Tweed Flame Tree Shawl main pattern available on our Aegean Tweed Patterns page:
- [http://www.cascadeyarns.com/patterns_AegeanTweed.htm](http://www.cascadeyarns.com/patterns_AegeanTweed.htm)
Chart 2 (Body Section 2)

Note:
Edge stitches are not indicated in chart.
The Center Panel is outlined in red.

For all sections except Center Panel: WS rows: Purl
For Center Panel Only: WS: P1 tbl, K1, P7, K1, P1 tbl.

Work 6 pattern repeats (pink shaded section) on either side of the Center Panel.

DK642 Aegean Tweed Flame Tree Shawl main pattern available on our Aegean Tweed Patterns page:

- [http://www.cascadeyarns.com/patterns_AegeanTweed.htm](http://www.cascadeyarns.com/patterns_AegeanTweed.htm)
Chart 3 (Border)

Note:
Edge stitches are not indicated in chart.

The blue shaded area represents the pattern repeat. Work 24 pattern repeats. Bead the pink shaded stitches after working.

All WS rows: Purl.

DK642 Aegean Tweed Flame Tree Shawl main pattern available on our Aegean Tweed Patterns page:

- [http://www.cascadeyarns.com/patterns_AegeanTweed.htm](http://www.cascadeyarns.com/patterns_AegeanTweed.htm)